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SURECrate™  
Custom Engineered Solution 
A Revolutionary New Alternative to Wood or Steel Crates
The SURECrate™ Custom Engineered Solution is a comprehensive, 
turnkey alternative that offers a lower total cost solution to packaging 
and shipping large or irregular-shaped products. It’s ideal for any 
heavy or hard-to-box items and is a superior choice to wood crating. 
Handling, shipping and disposal is easy and cost efficient, creating a 
better customer experience throughout your entire supply chain.

Made from the same 100% recycled laminated paperboard materials 
as all Laminations® products, each SURECrate™ Custom Engineered 
Solution is a complete engineered system that is customized to the 
precise needs of each situation.
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The SURECrate™ Custom Engineered Solution is perfect for protecting any large, heavy 
and hard to-box product, whether it’s being shipped across town or around the world. 
SURECrate™ is ideal for products like: 

Recreational vehicles | Motorcycles | Lawn tractors | Generators | Machine components

SURECrateTM System Wood Crates

Crate Strength Laminations® paperboard equals or exceeds
the stacking strength of wood, even in damp and 
humid environments.

Material Cost Paperboard is less expensive than wood. Can be costly and difficult to store; because of weight 
of wood, higher shipping charges and space needed.

Assembly Time Easy and quick to construct. All pieces come 
precut and ready for assembly.

Can require two or more people to construct.
Assembly also often includes sawing.

International Shipping Paperboard requires no ISMP-15 or “bug stamp” 
certification.

Must be made from ISPM-15 certified wood.

Consistency Uniformly made to eliminate inconsistencies;
does not warp.

Often warps and varies in consistency, often resulting 
in decreased strength.

Safety No rough edges, splinters or splits from hardware. Splinters, rough edges and splits are inherent to wood. 
Can also incur additional risks from sawing.

Disposal 100% recyclable and less material to break down. Can be difficult and costly to dispose of.

Custom Printing Options Add a logo, tagline or print code.

Lightweight Cost effective when shipping products LTL

SURECrate™ System is a complete package that includes:

Consultation

The Laminations® account 
manager and a packaging 
engineer assess the situation, 
taking into consideration the 
product(s) being shipped, the 
distribution environment involved 
and any special circumstances.

Final Product

Precut SURECrate™ System 
pieces are shipped to the 
customer for quick and easy 
assembly.

Engineering

The Laminations® engineering 
team determines the 
SURECrate™ System design, 
provides specs/drawings for 
assembly, and advises the 
customer on assembly tools and 
pallet requirements.


